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ABSTRACT
Courtney Schaeffer: Analyzing the University of Mississippi Football Program’s Impact on

Local Businesses in Oxford, Mississippi
(Under the direction of Dr. Bonnie Van Ness)

The purpose of this thesis is to look at Ole Miss athletic events, specifically football

games, and the success and profit of local businesses in Oxford, Mississippi and the University

of Mississippi. There are several existing studies analyzed in this paper that indicate a correlation

between college football programs and the University and city revenues at several other colleges

and universities across the country. A historical analysis of the University of Mississippi Athletic

Department’s revenues and expenses, football attendance numbers, and University enrollment

trends throughout the years 2015 to 2019 indicates how important football is to the University

and its financial impact. Analyzing Oxford, Mississippi’s city sales tax data collected from the

Mississippi Department of Revenue across those same years also indicates that there appear to be

correlations between consumer spending and the Ole Miss football game schedule. The Covid-19

pandemic of 2020 substantially changed the athletic department’s operations and affected local

businesses’ profits significantly, which is analyzed through the athletic department’s financial

statements and the city sales tax data from the year 2020. In an effort to understand just how

much local businesses in Oxford benefit from the effects of Ole Miss football games, personal

interviews were conducted with various business owners in the city. The information obtained in

these interviews reveals how much Oxford businesses rely on the traffic that Ole Miss football

games bring each year. The result of this research indicates that Ole Miss football influences the

financial success and profitability of many local businesses in Oxford due to increased  tourist

traffic and spending on game day weekends, and many businesses, as a result, rely on football

season for profits year after year.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Oxford, Mississippi is a charming small town full of great southern history and home to

the University of Mississippi and the Ole Miss Rebels. The University of Mississippi, located in

the heart of Oxford, contributes to a large percentage of both the city’s total population and its

yearly revenue. Without the University, Oxford would just be another small town in Mississippi,

with a lot less life and excitement. According to an article posted on SBNation, “what makes

Oxford so attractive is that it is inherently and forever tied to Ole Miss, and that’s what makes

the cultural impact of the town so strong. Young, educated minds permeate the community and

make it possible for the town to be marinated and steeped in an obscene amount of

entertainment” (Gillespie, 2021). This strong bond between Ole Miss and the Oxford community

is what makes Oxford such a special and unique town and is the reason why there is such a

strong relation between the University’s events and operations and their resulting effects on the

community.

The University of Mississippi is responsible for bringing in a significant amount of

revenue and jobs to Lafayette county, something on which the city of Oxford strongly relies. The

large influx of students in town during the academic year strongly influences the economy and

amount of activity in the Oxford community. Not only do Ole Miss students generate a large

percentage of many local Oxford businesses’ revenue, but fans of the University’s athletic

program also contribute significantly to the financial success of Ole Miss and the local

businesses in Lafayette county.
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Big Southeastern Conference football games draw in hundreds of alums and tourists to

the city of Oxford each year. These fans and tourists spend money at local restaurants, boutiques,

hotels, and on campus at the University of Mississippi. Many businesses, especially those on the

Square, know that the amount of revenue their business makes will fluctuate during certain times

of the year depending not only on what holiday season it is, but also on what athletic season it is.

Without these large game day weekends drawing in crowds, most of these businesses would not

be nearly as profitable.

The year 2020 brought many unexpected changes to the city of Oxford, as well as the rest

of the world. The city, businesses, and the University of Mississippi all experienced financial

losses of some sort during fiscal year 2020 due to the Covid-19 global pandemic. The pandemic

forced many businesses to close their doors for several months, change their business operations,

and halted travel and tourism to Lafayette county. In addition, sporting events at the University

of Mississippi were regulated and restricted, resulting in fewer fans in attendance and a loss of

revenue for the athletic department. The direct effects that a shortened and restrained Ole Miss

football season had on businesses in and around Lafayette county made it clear that without

football in Oxford, many businesses would not survive.
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Chapter 2: Discussion of Existing Studies

The “Flutie Effect”

The term “Flutie Effect” refers to the phenomenon among American colleges and

Universities where the number of applications to and enrollment in a particular school

dramatically increases following athletic success on a national stage. This term was first coined

in 1984 after Boston College’s quarterback, Doug Flutie, threw a Hail Mary at the last second to

win the game against the University of Miami. Immediately following this famously exciting

football game, interest in Boston College spiked and the number of applications to the school

increased dramatically (Silverthorne, 2013). Analysts and admissions officers have continued to

notice a similar increase in applications and enrollment in universities across the country

following a successful sporting event broadcast on national television, especially with football

games. Even when a team does not win the game, the mere presence of their school on a national

stage increases the interest in attending the university among high school students (Mayes and

Giambalvo, 2018).

The University of Mississippi has not necessarily experienced any outstanding football

achievements on the national level since about 1962, when they won the national championship

for the third time. However, the Ole Miss football team’s appearances in bowl games, such as the

Cotton Bowl and Sugar Bowl, over the years have provided great free publicity and marketing

for the University, which likely resulted in an increased interest in the school (University of

Mississippi Athletic Department). The “Flutie Effect” not only benefits Universities, but it
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results in increased populations and tourism in college towns, contributing to the revenue and

success of the cities and businesses within.

Empirical Studies

Many recent studies have focused on the correlation of college football program success

with the respective University’s student enrollment numbers, supporting the phenomenon known

as the “Flutie effect.” There are also empirical studies that analyze the financial impact football

games have on college towns. This paper’s analysis of the University of Mississippi football

program’s success and its effects on student enrollment, football game attendance, and the

revenues of local businesses in Oxford, Mississippi is supported by the empirical studies

discussed that detail positive correlations found between similar variables at other colleges and

universities.

The relation between increased first-year student enrollment numbers at Universities with

successful football programs has been found in several studies. A study completed by

Chressanthis and Grimes (1993) focuses on the effects that major intercollegiate sports variables

have on the student enrollment numbers at Mississippi State University across a twenty-one year

period. The factors and variables evaluated in this study include tuition costs, student’s family

income, quality of faculty members, percentage of football team wins, postseason play, and

television appearances. Based on the findings of Chressanthis and Grimes, when there is a 1%

increase in the number of football wins compared to the previous football season, the first-year

enrollment at Mississippi State University increases by 3.8% the following fall. The football

team’s television appearances throughout the regular season noticeably impact Mississippi State
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University’s enrollment as well. In determining what increases revenue for Mississippi State

University’s football program, Chressanthis and Grimes explain, “...the financial success of the

MSU football program was a function of scheduling. The program earned money in years when

both Auburn and Alabama were scheduled at home through attracting larger crowds and

generating greater ticket sales and revenue.” University football programs generate the most

game day revenue when the football game schedule for the season is favorable. When teams are

scheduled to play popular opponents, especially at home, more fans attend the games and travel

to the host city. The more successful teams played at home, the more revenue generated that

season. Additionally, Chressanthis and Grimes analyze how NCAA football sanctions affect

student enrollment numbers at Mississippi State University. The results of the regression analysis

determined that first-year enrollment numbers decrease when there is negative publicity of a

University resulting from NCAA football violations and restrictions. This study completed by

Chressanthis and Grimes indicates that there is a strong correlation between Mississippi State

University’s football program success and game schedule with the number of first-year

applicants and enrollment numbers at the University the following fall.

A study completed by Pope and Pope (2009) found similar results to that of Chressanthis

and Grimes (1993). Pope and Pope analyzed a collection of previous literature and studies. One

study they analyzed, by Murphy and Trandel (1994), concluded that if the in-conference football

winning percentage increases by 25%, then there will be a 1.3% increase in first-year student

applications at that University (Pope and Pope, 209). Additionally, another study analyzed by

Pope and Pope, completed by Tucker and Amato (1993), found that there is a 3% increase in

SAT scores as a result of football success at the Universities analyzed. This evidence was not
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found when analyzing men’s basketball. After completing their own regression analysis on the

correlation between college football success and trends in student enrollment numbers, Pope and

Pope concluded that, “for football, the results suggest that ending the season ranked in the top 20

in football yields approximately a 2.5% increase in applications the following year, ending in the

top 10 yields a 3% increase, and winning the football championship a 7-8% increase.” The

increases in applications following a winning football season occur mostly at public universities.

Many of these applicants influenced by sports success were found to be males, African

Ameicans, and students who played high school sports. Since the college football season ends in

January, a successful season affects the applications and enrollment for the upcoming fall

semester following the winning football season. This analysis substantiates the question of how

college football impacts a University by proving a correlation between football success and the

amount of applications to the University the following year.

Several empirical studies have also been conducted on the correlation between college

football teams’ success and the resulting financial impact on city sales tax revenues, employment

opportunities, and local businesses’ yearly revenues. A study done by Lentz and Laband (2009)

focuses on how college athletics impact employment in the restaurant and hotel industries in

college towns across the country. The result of their findings is a statistically significant positive

correlation between college athletic revenues and the level of employment available in the

restaurant and accommodation industries. According to their study, “...an increase of US$1

million in college athletics revenues was associated with an employment increase of 17.3

[percent] in the food service and accommodations industries in 2005.” This study analyzes data

from 30 colleges and universities across the country. Data on the University of Mississippi is
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included in this analysis. The study found that in 2005, the University of Mississippi had athletic

revenues of $28.72 million with the total hotel and restaurant employment that year at 1,967

full-time jobs. The study concludes that 25.1% of the hotel and restaurant employment in

Oxford, Mississippi is a direct result of University of Mississippi athletics (Lentz and Laband,

2009). Out of this study of 30 colleges and universities, the University of Mississippi ranks

second in the highest percentage of hotel and restaurant employment resulting from college

athletics. Based on this fact, the assumption can be made that college athletics, specifically

football, have a noticeably positive influence on the revenues and success of local businesses in

the respective college town.

Coates and Depken (2009) completed an analysis of how local sales tax revenues are

impacted by college football games. In their study, they analyzed data from four cities in Texas:

Austin, College Station, Lubbock, and Waco. The purpose of the study was to, “...assess whether

conference games, games against teams from within the state, and games against specific rivals

have different impacts on local sales tax revenues than other games.” In their analysis, the tax

data used is the overall sales tax revenue collected in each respective city, which come from a

state sales tax rate of 6.5%. Based on the results of the study, sales tax revenues seem to vary

depending on who the football opponent is in each college city. According to their findings,

“...an in-conference opponent increases tax revenues by approximately $29,000.” Their results

from analyzing four college cities in Texas suggest that when a college football team plays an

in-conference opponent, significant amounts of revenue are generated through sales taxes in

comparison to the revenue generated when playing an out of conference team. The findings of

this study are important when considering how and if college football games have an impact on
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yearly revenue for cities and local businesses. When tax revenues are up, that likely means that

local businesses are experiencing higher sales. The analysis by Coates and Depken points out

that for four cities in Texas, their respective college football teams positively influenced the sales

tax revenues collected by the city, especially when playing a popular in-conference opponent.

An empirical study titled, “Small-scale event sport tourism: fans as tourists” details the

tourism behavior of University of Florida football fans, and their economic impact on the city of

Gainesville on game day weekends (Gibson et al., 2002). The researchers divided Gator football

fans into two categories: sport excursionists and sport tourists. Sport tourists represent fans that

are likely to stay at least one night when traveling for a University of Florida football game.

According to the study, “...35.9% of sport tourists spent the night in Gainesville. Of these, 30%

stayed in hotels or motels...27.1% stayed two nights.” Gibson explains that the longer fans stay

in town, the more likely they are to contribute economically to the city of Gainesville. The

results of the study suggest that University of Florida fans contribute economically to Gainesville

by dining at restaurants, booking accommodations, and shopping at local stores. The study also

suggests, however, that fans from opposing teams contribute even more to tourism revenue in

Gainesville than Gator fans. Gibson explains, “...college sports events attract a significant

proportion of fans from outside of the local community and as such, support the growing focus

within the tourism literature that small-scale-sport tourism events may hold more benefit for a

community than hosting mega events.” This study provides a correlation between college

football fan tourism and increased economic activity in the host city. The data analyzed in this

thesis on college football tourism in Oxford, Mississippi and its resulting effects on the local

economy is supported by the findings of this study.
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The empirical studies and findings discussed all support the argument that there is a

positive relation between college football games and winnings and the resulting increase in

student enrollment and city-wide revenues. This thesis analyzes similar topics but with a focus

on the University of Mississippi and the city of Oxford, Mississippi. Additionally, this study will

also consider the impact Ole Miss football has on the local businesses of Oxford through

discussions with business owners in the city. This data and findings discussed in this thesis that

suggest Ole Miss football has a positive correlation with University enrollment, increased city

sales tax revenues, and greater revenues for local businesses are supported by the existing data

and findings analyzed.
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Chapter 3: University of Mississippi Football

Historical Analysis of Ole Miss Football Financials - Revenue and Expenses

For many years, the University of Mississippi’s students and alumni have gathered

together in the town of Oxford, Mississippi seven Saturdays a year to celebrate and cheer on the

Ole Miss Rebels football team. Something that makes the University of Mississippi so special is

the unique game day traditions shared by students, alumni, and locals of Oxford, Mississippi.

Year after year thousands of people have gathered on a ten acre patch of grass on campus, termed

the Grove, to tailgate and celebrate the Ole Miss football team. Many of these tailgaters never

even enter the stadium. Instead, they drink and eat in the Grove before heading to the Square to

shop, dine at restaurants, or visit their favorite local bars (Anderson, 2013). These fans and

tourists that visit Oxford each football season contribute significantly to the year-end revenue

and success of many of Oxford’s most popular businesses on the Square and around town.

With college football being one of the most popular sports in the country, and certainly

the most beloved in Oxford, Mississippi, it is no surprise that the University of Mississippi

athletic department spends more on the football program annually than any other University of

Mississippi sport; however, the athletic department, in turn, projects to make the majority of their

revenue from the football program alone each year, which justifies their expenses. Roughly, an

average of  34.1% of the athletic department’s annual funding goes towards the football program,

whether it be in recruiting, advertising, ticket sales, or stadium costs. However, the football

program generates an average of 50% of the athletic department’s total year-end revenue
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(University of Mississippi Athletic Department). After doing a historical analysis of the past six

years of the athletic department’s financial information, it is evident that football in Oxford,

Mississippi provides a lot more for the University and the town of Oxford than just

entertainment.

Analyzing the operating budgets and statements of revenues and expenses of the Ole

Miss athletic department over the past five to six years allows for a better understanding of the

gravity football games hold and the importance of the revenue they generate not only for the

University, but for the city of Oxford, as well. All of the financial data discussed in this analysis

was retrieved from the University of Mississippi Athletic Department and is presented in

Appendices A-E. Based on the athletic department’s financial statements, in the years 2015 and

2016, football generated 51.4% and 53.2% of the total operating revenue for the athletic

department, respectively. In comparison, men’s basketball made up only 8.5% and 9.1% in 2015

and 2016. In the years following, the percentage of total operating revenue for the University of

Mississippi Athletic Department continued at roughly 50%; however, even though football

continued to generate the majority of the profits, there is a noticeable trend of steadily declining

revenue throughout the years 2017, 2018 and 2019 (University of Mississippi Athletic

Department).

Upon further analysis of the increasingly profitable years of 2015 and 2016, it is clear

that fiscal year end revenue numbers were 15.1% and 11.3% higher than originally expected for

each year, respectively. The increase in the amount of revenue made compared to what was

projected in the operating budgets for both fiscal years 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 was largely

due to the fact that more football tickets were sold during the 2015 and 2016 football seasons
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than anticipated, since football tickets make up an average of 30% of the total revenue generated

by the football program each year.

In 2016, Vaught Hemingway Stadium underwent a large renovation project that made it

possible for 5,500 more fans to attend the games (UMAAF). This new renovation not only

allowed for more fans to purchase tickets, but the nice, new accommodations, such as a larger

jumbotron, expanded student section, increase in number of restrooms, and additional

concessions stands, served as an incentive to get fans into the stadium for the games. In 2016, the

Ole Miss athletic department generated $20,863,713 in football ticket sales alone, which

accounted for 17.7% of the total revenue made from athletics that year. The University

anticipated a larger crowd during the 2016 season due to the new stadium expansion; therefore,

the athletic department projected to make $9,842,455 more from the football program and

$2,644,183 more just from ticket sales in their operating budget that year. Ole Miss ended up

making $398,803 more in football ticket sales that season than originally projected. This increase

in revenue during the 2016 season gave the athletic department hope for higher revenues and

ticket sales in the future, leading to an increase of $7,144,606 in the projected operating budget

for the following fiscal year, 2017-2018 (University of Mississippi Athletic Department).

Between the 2016 Ole Miss football season and the 2018 football season, the amount of

capital projected to be made across the entire athletic program steadily increased year after year,

with football making up an average of roughly 18% of that projected revenue.  In 2019, however,

there was a 4.04% decrease in the amount of revenue projected to be made off of football tickets

in the athletic department’s yearly budget. The University of Mississippi projected $112,560,556

in total athletic revenue for fiscal year 2019-2020; however, they only made $105,875,209 which
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is 5.94% less than expected. Similarly, they made $598,278 less than expected on ticket sales

that season. Likely reasons for this sharp decline in ticket sales and revenue include lingering

issues surrounding former coach Hugh Freeze, as well as the two-year postseason ban and three

years of probation under which the football team was placed. After the NCAA discovered that

throughout the 2010 to 2016 seasons Ole Miss was using ineligible players due to academic and

recruiting violations, they revoked around thirty-three wins across the 2010 to 2016 football

seasons (Axson, 2019). Additionally, Matt Luke, the head coach hired after Hugh Freeze’s

resignation, was not leading the Ole Miss football program in a very promising direction

throughout his coaching career (Suss, 2019). The probation and issues with coaches Hugh Freeze

and Matt Luke led to a number of problems for the athletic department, as well as the city of

Oxford.

Ticket sales were down 22% in 2019 as compared to sales in 2018, which not only meant

that the athletic department lost large sums of  money, but it meant that there were also

significantly less tourists and football fans in town, leading to a likely decrease in revenue for the

city of Oxford amongst hotels, restaurants, bars, and retail stores. Revenue from ticket sales was

especially important to the Ole Miss athletic department during the years the football team was

on probation because they were not able to receive money from the Southeastern Conference

during those years. The Southeastern Conference pays all members annually from a pool of

money at the end of each season based on the number of postseason and television appearances

(Chressanthis and Grimes, 1993). Typically Ole Miss, as well as other members of the

Southeastern Conference, benefits monetarily from other teams’ successes in the conference;

however, when a team is placed on probation, they cannot reap the benefits and do not get paid a
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share of the money. Even though Ole Miss anticipated smaller crowds and a lower number of

football tickets sold in the 2018 and 2019 seasons and projected their budgets accordingly, they

still made significantly less money in the 2018 and 2019 seasons combined than initially

anticipated.

Figure 3.1: Ole Miss Football Ticket Sales 2015-2019
Source: University of Mississippi Financial Management

Figure 1.1 shows that the trends in the number of tickets sold and number of fans in the

stadium are closely associated with the success and publicity of the football program in each

respective year. For instance, ticket sales began decreasing from the years 2016 to 2019 in
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response to the number of games lost under head football coach Matt Luke, and the two-year

bowl ban and three year probation imposed on the team. Many fans were discouraged from

attending games in the 2018 and 2019 seasons as a result (Axson, 2019). Based on the fiscal

numbers from the past six years, the Ole Miss football program clearly yielded the highest profits

of any University of Mississippi athletic team. The football program at Ole Miss financially

supports the majority of the University of Mississippi athletic department; however, football

profit and revenue is almost entirely reliant on ticket sales and program popularity and success.

When ticket sales are down, money is lost to many different entities in the athletic department.

However, when ticket sales are up, the Ole Miss athletic department and the University benefit

financially from the increase in revenue and money spent by football fans in the stadium. The

city of Oxford benefits from increased ticket sales because more tickets sold means that there

will be increased tourist traffic during football season.

Similar to how the Ole Miss football program generates the largest amount of revenue for

the University of Mississippi athletic department, the football program also spends the most and

has the highest level of expenses. Annually, the athletic department allocates and spends the most

revenue on football coaching salaries, student athlete scholarships, facility debt, severance

payments, and equipment. Between the years 2015 and 2019, the football program’s expenses

made up an average of around 30% of all athletic expenses. Throughout the years 2015 through

2018, the football program averaged roughly $35,600,000 in expenses each year; however, in

fiscal year 2019-2020, expenses increased to $44,375,627, much higher than in the past. In the

2019-2020 fiscal year, the amount of money allocated to the payment of football coaches

increased significantly. During the 2019-2020 year, Ole Miss hired a new head football coach,
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Lane Kiffin, for the 2020 season, which is why so much more revenue was depleted (Suss,

2019). Lane Kiffin’s contract details his salary to be $3.9 million in 2020 and up to $4.2 million

in 2023. He is set to make around $16 million during his four year contract with the Ole Miss

Rebels (Suss, 2019). Hiring a new coach like Kiffin increases the athletic department’s expenses

significantly; however, if the coach improves the football program and leads the team to

victories, then a new hire could also bring in large profits for the program in future years.

The total profit for the football program during fiscal year 2019-2020 was $8,640,273,

found by subtracting the year-end expense amount from the year-end revenue amount

(University of Mississippi Athletic Department). The profit during that year was lower than

previous years due to the increase in money spent on coaching salaries and the drop in revenue

from football ticket sales. While the total operating revenue progressively decreases over the

years, the expenses are progressively increasing year after year. This means that the overall profit

each year for the Ole Miss athletic department, specifically the football program, is slightly

declining. The slow continual decrease in profit not only affects the Athletic Department’s

earnings, but it influences the trends in the city’s sales tax numbers, revenue generated by

businesses, and student enrollment numbers, as the number of students and tourists fluctuate with

the football program. Since Oxford is a small college town in which Ole Miss football is central

to the community, the success and profit of the University of Mississippi and the athletic

department is very interconnected with the success and profit within the city as well (Gillespie,

2021). However, with a new head coach, there is potential for the Ole Miss football program and

athletic department to see an increase in profits in years to come.
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Stadium Attendance

Ole Miss football attendance numbers are an important factor in the University of

Mississippi Athletic Department’s annual revenue, especially in terms of ticket sales. However,

revenue from ticket sales and stadium concessions, as a result of football game attendance, are

not the primary source of annual revenue for the Ole Miss football program and University of

Mississippi athletic department. The annual sum of revenue received from the Southeastern

Conference makes up a large majority of the athletic department’s revenue. Each member of the

Southeastern Conference receives a sum of money from a pool at the end of each year. Teams

also receive additional compensation for postseason bowl game appearances. For example, in the

2018-2019 fiscal year, approximately $651 million dollars was distributed among fourteen

universities. It is important to note, however, that during several of the years discussed in this

analysis, the Ole Miss football team was on probation due to NCAA violations. Teams on

probation are not eligible to receive revenue from the Southeastern Conference. During the

University of Mississippi’s probationary period, athletic director Kieth Carter explained that the

athletic department had to pull around $8 million from financial reserves each year (Suss, 2020).

The University of Mississippi’s loss of revenue from the Southeastern Conference during their

probationary period meant that ticket sales and game attendance numbers were increasingly more

important financially during the time period discussed in this study.

Attendance numbers directly impact the revenue level in the city of Oxford, as well, due

to tourist traffic from the football games. Even when ticket sales are up, fans who purchase

tickets but do not attend the game in the stadium may contribute to slightly decreased University

revenues from concessions and stadium souvenirs. However, these fans might buy shop and dine
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out at restaurants in the city similar to those fans who attend the games. All of these variables

contribute to changes in Oxford’s sales tax revenues collected and the revenues of local

businesses that keep things running smoothly, year after year.

The Ole Miss Rebels hosted seven home games each football season in the years 2015

through 2019 (University of Mississippi Athletic Department). There was a 7.3% increase in the

average attendance numbers for the 2016 season as compared to the year prior. In fact, every

home game during the 2016 season was sold out by the Rebels (Parham, 2020). This was likely

due to the stadium expansion previously discussed, which allowed for 5,500 more fans to enter

the stadium and the great success and popularity of the program in that year. After the 2016

football season, however, the average home game stadium attendance numbers began to steadily

decrease. Figure 1.2 below displays the steady decline in attendance at the Vaught Hemingway

Stadium for years 2015 through 2019.
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Figure 3.2: Average Home Football Game Attendance Numbers 2015-2019
Source: NCAA

A steady decrease in college football attendance numbers has not only been occurring at

the University of Mississippi. There is research showing that many universities across the

country have faced issues with declining football attendance in recent years. According to an

article from CBS News, “In 2019, college football attendance hit a 24-year low according to the

NCAA’s official numbers. The FBS average of 47,477 [people] per game is the game’s lowest

since 1996” (Dodd, 2020). This national decline in attendance during the 2019 season was

certainly visible at the University of Mississippi. In 2019, an average of about 48,233 fans

attended Ole Miss home games, which is a 13.4% decrease compared to an average of 55,685
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fans attending home games during the prior season. The 2019 season experienced the lowest

attendance record the Rebels have seen since 2001 (Suss, 2019). This national trend of college

football attendance numbers dipping far below average is concerning considering that revenue

from football tickets makes up roughly 15.8% of the total revenue the Ole Miss athletic

department generates each year. Additionally, this potential loss of revenue for the athletic

department means that the football program will not receive as much revenue. The reduction in

revenue allocated to each University of Mississippi sport could potentially lead to a decline in

the success of teams due to less money available for recruiting, training, and coaching staffs.

Continual trends in lower attendance numbers could lead to a multitude of potential financial

problems for the University of Mississippi, as well as Lafayette county if tourism declines as

well.

Many fans across the country have stopped attending football games simply because they

believe that watching a game from the comfort of their home or from a restaurant or bar is much

more convenient and cost effective than traveling to a stadium (Dodd, 2020). Paying for parking,

not being able to carry a bag into the facilities, buying overpriced concessions, and the rising

prices of tickets are all factors contributing to the decline in college football attendance over the

past few years. Additionally, the movement of the student section in Vaught Hemingway

Stadium to the opposite end-zone following the construction in 2016, resulted in a drop in

student attendance numbers and presented a new challenge in finding ways to keep students at

the game through the fourth quarter (Johnson, 2019).

One way that the Southeastern Conference, of which Ole Miss is a part, has worked to

combat declining attendance numbers is by allowing alcohol sales inside stadiums (Caron, 2020).
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During the 2019 football season, Ole Miss implemented alcohol sales for the final three home

games of the season, which were against Auburn University, New Mexico State University, and

Louisiana State University. Two of these three games, Auburn and LSU, recorded the highest

attendance numbers for the entire season, likely due to the new addition of alcohol and the fact

that Ole Miss was playing popular rivals in the Southeastern Conference. Much of what drives

increased attendance and revenues is the quality and popularity of the home game schedule

(Dodd, 2020). The more Southeastern Conference teams that the Rebels play at home, the higher

the attendance numbers and the more revenue the city of Oxford sees that fall. Popular

in-conference home games draw large crowds of people to Oxford, Mississippi, even though

many fans may not attend the game in the stadium. Ole Miss fans, as well as tourists of the

opposing teams, spend game days in the Grove and on the Square contributing financially to

local businesses and Lafayette county.

University Enrollment

It is typical of Southeastern Conference schools to attract more students to apply and

enroll in their University through the success and popularity of their football programs, referred

to as the “Flutie Effect.” For example, after Auburn University beat their number one rival and

national champion, the University of Alabama, in 2017, the University experienced a 21%

increase in applicants the following academic year (Mayes and Giambalvo, 2018). Although

many factors may contribute to a spike in the number of applicants and students enrolled at a

University, the public exposure and opportunity to show-off the unique student experience on a

national stage that comes with a successful football season can impact numbers significantly.
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This claim is supported by empirical studies discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 1.3 details the

enrollment at the University of Mississippi from the year 2007 to 2020.

Figure 3.3: University of Mississippi Enrollment 2007-2020
Source: University of Mississippi

Enrollment numbers at the University of Mississippi seem to follow a similar pattern that

football revenue and attendance numbers did throughout the years 2015 to 2019. Similar to how

attendance and ticket sales decreased in the year 2019, enrollment was also down 4.2%.  Note,

however, that in the years 2008 to 2016, enrollment steadily increased, year after year. This

steady increase was due in part to the “Flutie Effect.” For example, following a win at the Cotton
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Bowl in Dallas, Texas against Oklahoma State in 2009, enrollment at Ole Miss increased by 4%,

which was much higher than it had increased in previous years (University of Mississippi

Athletic Department). Additionally, following the historic win over No. 1 Alabama in 2014,

when College GameDay and Katy Perry visited Oxford for the game, enrollment was up by 3%

the following year and continued to increase after a second win against Alabama during the 2015

season (Casagrande, 2016). While studies show that winning college football games against

notable teams or winning games that are broadcast on television tend to result in an increase in

first year-applicants at the participating Universities, the increase in applicants after these notable

victories by the Ole Miss Rebels could potentially be coincidental due to the variety of factors

that can impact University enrollment.

Higher numbers in student enrollment leads to an increase in revenue for the University

and more student football tickets sold. The problem the University of Mississippi has faced in

recent years is a decline in enrollment (Peoples, 2019). With this decline in enrollment comes a

decline in revenue, something that if it were to continue could be detrimental to the city Oxford,

as well as the University. After the success that the Ole Miss football and baseball teams saw

during the 2020 and 2021 seasons, the “Flutie Effect'' may take place and result in an increase in

applicants for the 2021-2022 academic school year. An increase in applicants would ultimately

result in more revenue for the university, the athletic department, and even the city of Oxford.

Ole Miss students serve as the “lifeblood” of the Oxford community. In an article detailing the

importance of University enrollment Gillespie argues, “the presence of Ole Miss and its student

body make Oxford tick” (Gillespie, 2021). Without students, Oxford just simply would not be

the same charming, southern town it is today.
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Chapter 4: Oxford, Mississippi Sales Tax Revenue

Analysis of City Sales Tax Data

The majority of states and cities across the United States impose a direct tax on citizens’

consumption of goods and services referred to as a sales tax. Sales tax rates vary from state to

state and county to county; however, the amount paid by citizens in sales taxes is always a

percentage of the total sales price spent by the consumer (Kagan, 2020). These sales taxes are

essential to the overall city and state-wide revenue that keeps everyday city operations

functioning smoothly for local citizens and businesses. Most states across the United States

charge a flat sales tax rate across all cities and counties; however, individual city jurisdictions

can charge additional tax rates on top of the standard state-wide sales tax.

For example, the state of Mississippi collects a 7% sales tax in all counties. However, the

city of Oxford imposes an additional 2% sales tax on hotel and motel sales, referred to as a

Tourism and Economic Development tax. A  2% additional tax is also imposed in Oxford,

Mississippi on the sale of alcoholic beverages, beer, and prepared food, referred to as a Tourism

and Stadium Construction tax (Mississippi Department of Revenue). These taxes bring in

significant amounts of revenue for the city of Oxford each year. In fact, roughly 34 percent of all

of Oxford’s revenue comes from some form of a tax, with 12 percent of the city’s total revenue

each year coming directly from sales taxes on goods and services (Mississippi Office of the State

Auditor). Each year, the city of Oxford uses the majority of its citizens’ taxpayer dollars on

services for the city such as public safety, public works like street and waste collection, culture
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and recreation, tourism promotion, public transit operations, utilities, and general government

operations and services (Mississippi Office of the State Auditor). These services are essential to

the city’s operations, which is why funding from city and state taxes is so important. Figure 4.1

shows the trends in the City of Oxford’s general sales taxes on a monthly basis for the years 2015

through 2019.

Figure 4.1: Oxford, Mississippi Sales Tax Data Trends 2015-2019
Source: MS Department of Revenue, Diversions to Cities from Sales Tax Collections

This 7% sales tax across the state of Mississippi is imposed on all sales of tangible personal

property, unless exempt by the law (Mississippi Department of Revenue). Conducting a

historical analysis of the city of Oxford’s sales tax data over this five year time span, reveals
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distinct trends in Oxford citizens’ spending habits during different seasons throughout the year.

These sales taxes are collected by cities across the state of Mississippi throughout a three month

cycle. In the first month, the tax is collected by the retailer on the sale of their goods and

services. In the second month, the retailer then pays and reports those taxes to the Mississippi

Department of Revenue. The sales tax diversion is finally paid back to cities by the Department

of Revenue in the third month. The tax numbers and data used in this particular analysis are

derived from a report by the Mississippi Department of Revenue that is based in the month that

the tax was collected by the Department of Revenue from the retailers (Mississippi Department

of Revenue).

After analyzing the data, it is clear that there are several months out of the year that the

Mississippi Department of Revenue continually collects higher amounts of money from sales

taxes in the city of Oxford. These months include: September, October, November, December,

and January. There are likely many reasons why these months in particular continually see the

most revenue from sales taxes; however, in my personal opinion, it is no coincidence that most

of these months fall directly during Ole Miss football season, when the population in and around

Oxford, Mississippi is nearly doubled. For example, the 2018 population in Oxford, Mississippi

was about 27,685 people (US Census). In this same year, the University of Mississippi student

enrollment was 20,274 people. Therefore, when school started back in August for the 2019-2020

academic year, the number of residents in Oxford increased by roughly a little more than 20,000

people, making it nearly double the official population number. This population growth suggests

why there is an increase in sales tax revenue collected during these months when school is in

session. More specifically, however, one of the reasons why more revenue is collected in the fall

is due to the additional increased number of people in town to attend Ole Miss football games.
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Vaught Hemingway Stadium holds 64,038 people, which means even if the entire Oxford

population and Ole Miss student body were to fill the stadium, it still would not be at maximum

capacity and could hold roughly 30 to 35 percent more people than those two individual

populations combined.

Figure 4.2: Oxford Population, Stadium Capacity, and Student Enrollment
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; University of Mississippi

It is completely unrealistic and improbable to assume that every Oxford resident and Ole

Miss student attends Ole Miss football games in the fall. This, as a result, means that whenever a

game in Vaught-Hemingway Stadium is highly attended or nearly sold out, it is likely due to a

large number of visiting Ole Miss fans or fans of the opposing team filling the stadium. This

additional large influx of people into the Oxford community in the fall contributes significantly
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to the increased sales tax revenue collected during those months. Figure 4.3 is an expansion of

the data shown in Figure 4.2 and shows an even closer look at the trends in Oxford’s city sales

tax revenue.

Figure 4.3: Closer Look at Oxford Sales Taxes 2015-2019
Source: Mississippi Department of Revenue

The city of Oxford sees, on average, the most revenue generated in the months of

October and November, which is accurately displayed in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. There are many

reasons why more revenue is collected in sales taxes during these two months. One likely reason

for an increase in sales tax revenue from the sales of goods and services during October and

November is the proximity of the Holiday seasons. From personal experience working in the
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retail industry for over five years, retail stores always see the most traffic around the month of

November, right before the Christmas holiday and during Black Friday.

Another likely reason for increased revenue collected by the Mississippi Department of

Revenue during October and November is due to the Ole Miss Rebels football season. For the

past six Ole Miss football seasons, the Rebels have played the most home games during the

months of both October and November (University of Mississippi Athletic Department). With

Oxford being a small college town, the spending and financial contributions from visiting

football fans are noticed and felt by the businesses in town each season, which is clear from the

amount of tax revenue collected from these businesses during those particular months. The

overall city sales tax revenue collected in November is historically, on average, roughly  25.56%

more than the amount collected in July (Mississippi Department of Revenue). The overall city

sales tax revenue shows large, recurring trends in consumer spending throughout the year in

Oxford; however, in order to really analyze the tourist traffic and spending habits of consumers

during the Ole Miss football season, specifically, it is most helpful to analyze and break down the

Tourism and Economic Development taxes as well as the Tourism and Stadium Construction

taxes on a month by month basis.

As  previously mentioned, the Tourism and Economic Development tax is a 2%

additional tax imposed by the city of Oxford, Mississippi on the sales from hotel and motel room

rentals. A hotel or motel is defined by the Mississippi Department of Revenue as, “...any place of

lodging that at any one time will accommodate transient guests on a daily or weekly basis that is

known to the trade as such” (Mississippi Department of Revenue). The Tourism and Stadium

Construction Tax is also a 2% additional tax that is imposed on restaurants on the sales of

prepared foods as well as the sales of beer and alcoholic beverages in Oxford, Mississippi. The
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Mississippi Department of Revenue defines a restaurant as, “...any place where prepared food is

sold whether for consumption upon the premises or not.” Additionally, prepared food is defined

as, “...food prepared on the premises of the restaurant” (Mississippi Department of Revenue).

These specific sales taxes give a good idea of what tourist traffic looks like throughout the year

in Oxford and by just how much it increases during Ole Miss football season. The data analyzed

from the collection of these tourism tax revenues also shows how well Oxford businesses, such

as hotels, bars and restaurants, fared during specific times of the year, such as football season.

The months that saw larger amounts of revenue collected by the Mississippi Department of

Revenue were the times of the year that those local businesses received the most business and

highest sales.

Figure 4.4: Tourism and Economic Development Taxes 2015-2020
Source: Mississippi Department of Revenue
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Figure 4.5: Tourism and Stadium Construction Taxes 2015-2020
Source: Mississippi Department of Revenue

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 above visualize the trends in both types of tourism taxes collected in

Oxford, Mississippi throughout the years 2015 through 2020. The amount of revenue collected

from tourism taxes in the fall mimics the game schedule and attendance trends of the University

of Mississippi football program, which supports the argument that home football games in

Oxford contribute to a sizable portion of the town’s overall revenue from sales taxes each fiscal

year.

During the 2015 season, seven home games were played in Oxford, with four of these

home games scheduled against teams within the Southeastern Conference. Out of these four
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popular conference team games at home that season, two of the Rebels most well attended

games, against the University of Arkansas and Louisiana State University, both fell within the

month of November. The other largest conference game occurred in October against Texas A&M

(The University of Mississippi Athletic Department). The city of Oxford made the most revenue

from sales taxes during the months of October and November that year, when these particular

SEC games were hosted. In fact, between the months of August and October in 2015, the

revenue from the tourism and economic development tax, on hotel and motel sales, was up

30.2% and continued to increase another 54.1% between October and November that year. The

Rebels played the University of Arkansas and Louisiana State University at home in November

of the 2015 season, which likely drew in a high number of fans due to the proximity of the

universities, the conference rivalry, and the success of their football teams. The increased number

of fans and tourists is a likely reason why tax revenue from hotel and motel sales was higher in

November 2015 than any other time during football season.

Additionally, when looking at the 2016 season it is also apparent that the Ole Miss

football program and game schedule both worked as catalysts for increased spending and tourism

in Oxford. Between the years 2015 and 2016, the amount of money received from state sales

taxes in the city of Oxford in the month of September increased by 10.7%. The amount collected

from the tourism and economic development tax, on hotel and motel sales, also increased by

44.7% in the month of September between those two years (Mississippi Department of

Revenue). The reasons for this increase in tax revenue could have been due to many different

variables; however, the fact that there were three Ole Miss home football games hosted in

Oxford back-to-back weekends that month is most likely not just a coincidence, in my opinion.

Two of these home games were played against the No. 1 ranked University of Alabama and the
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No. 11 ranked University of Georgia at the time, which attracted many more Ole Miss fans and

out of town tourists to Oxford those last two weekends of September than usual (University of

Mississippi Athletic Department). This argument is supported by the spike in the amount of

revenue generated from the hotel and motel industry in September due to an increased volume of

visitors in town. Additionally, hotel tax revenues were up and tourism stadium tax revenues were

up during that 2016 football season because the Vaught Hemingway Stadium’s renovation had

been completed, which allowed even more fans to attend Ole Miss football games. Attendance

numbers increased dramatically that season, which implies that more fans were staying in town

and going out around Oxford to celebrate the Ole Miss Rebels, which resulted in an increase in

money spent at local businesses across the city.

The trends across monthly sales tax data coupled with the Ole Miss home football

schedule continued all the way through the year 2019. In 2017, there were also five total home

games played between the months of October and November, and those months, in response, saw

an increase in revenue collected from the 7% state sales tax as well as an increase in tax revenue

collected from food, beverage, and hotel sales (Mississippi Department of Revenue). In August

of 2017, however, it is interesting to note that there was a large spike in tax revenue from tourism

and stadium construction taxes. There is no clear reason for this spike in tax revenue, but it could

have been due to increased influx of students back in town for the start of the 2017-2018

academic year. Another interesting trend to note is that despite record-low attendance numbers in

the 2019 Ole Miss football season, sales tax revenue collected during that time of year wasn’t

much lower compared to previous years. In fact, the amount of revenue collected by the

Mississippi Department of Revenue on hotel and motel sales during the year 2019 in the months

of September, October, and November continually increased by 14.4%, 6.6%, and 4.6%,
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respectively, in comparison to the previous year (Mississippi Department of Revenue). The

continual increase in revenue collected by the Mississippi Department of Revenue from hotel

sales each year supports the point previously mentioned that fans' preferences for watching

football games are moving from the stadium to other places (Dodd, 2020).  Even though fewer

fans are entering Vaught-Hemingway Stadium, the growing amount of revenue generated from

tourist spending at hotels and motels in the city suggests that fans are continuing to come to town

to enjoy the social aspect of gameday, which is likely why the amount of sales taxes collected on

food and alcohol increased in these months as well. As long as football fans visit Oxford,

regardless if they attend the football games, they continue to contribute to the economic

prosperity of the city and the financial success of its local businesses.

It is crucial to historically evaluate the revenue collected by the state of Mississippi on

the sales of goods, services, food, alcohol, and hotel rooms in this analysis in order to get an

accurate understanding of how well local businesses have fared financially during particular

seasons over the years. This historical evaluation of sales tax revenues collected over the past

five years also brings to light continuing trends in consumer spending in Oxford, which allows

for conclusions to be made as to what events and circumstances throughout the year contribute

the most to local businesses’ success and profit. The data indicates that when students are in

town in the fall and spring, Oxford booms and businesses thrive, with sales up much higher than

in the summer and winter months. The additional influx of visitors during football season,

combined with the student population, increases the revenue and profit for local businesses even

further during the fall, which is visible through this analysis of the revenue collected by the

Mississippi Department of Revenue in those months. While there are many variables other than

football that may influence the amount of revenue collected from sales taxes in Oxford, this
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particular analysis concludes that the traffic and tourism during Ole Miss football season

stimulates increased spending in the city and contributes to higher levels of monthly revenues

collected in the fall each year.
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Chapter 5: Covid-19 Pandemic of 2020

Historic Timeline of Covid-19 Pandemic

During the year 2020, the entire world was faced with an unimaginable catastrophe that

led to an immense amount of suffering, adversity, and change across the globe. In January of

2020, rumors and news reports began spreading around the globe about an unusual number of

people suddenly becoming sick in the Wuhan, China area with what they thought was just a new

variation of pneumonia; however, not many people in the United States, or other countries

around the world, seemed concerned enough to take any action at that time. It was not until

March of 2020 that the severity and magnitude of this new virus, termed Covid-19, was fully

understood by the United States government and its citizens. At this point in time, the spread of

this new virus was officially deemed a global pandemic. The United States President at the time,

Donald Trump, as well as the president of the NIAID, Dr. Anthony Fauci, suggested that all

American citizens stay at home and refrain from gathering unless absolutely necessary in an

effort to prevent the spread of the Covid-19 virus (Davidson, 2020).

Each state’s governor across the country was responsible for administering state-wide

mandates, rules, and plans for limiting the spread of Covid-19 within their state and keeping their

citizens safe. Tate Reeves, the governor of Mississippi, established a “Shelter in Place” order that

went into effect on April 3rd, 2020. This order called for all non-essential businesses, such as

retail stores and restaurants, to remain closed until April 20th. Additionally, citizens of

Mississippi were strongly encouraged to only leave their homes for activities that were

absolutely necessary, such as purchasing groceries, and they were banned from gathering with
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more than ten people in any location (State of Mississippi Office of the Governor). This “Shelter

in Place” order was just the beginning of what would be a long road ahead of stopping the spread

of Covid-19 and determining a way for life to proceed normally.

In the state of Mississippi, retail stores and restaurants were forced to close their doors to

customers for nearly two months, after Governor Tate Reeves extended the “Safer at Home”

order until May 25th. During this time, small, local businesses lost massive amounts of money

and many were forced to fire a large number of their employees. In an effort to refrain from

going bankrupt during this time, most businesses were doing absolutely everything they could to

get people to support their business (Irby-Jones, 2020). These efforts ranged from at-home

delivery and curbside pick-up services for food and retail items, as well as markdowns and sales

on current inventory (Anderson, 2020). Businesses were forced to get creative in their money

making ways during a time when there was so much loss, hurting, and suffering across the globe.

On May 11th, 2020 the city of Oxford, Mississippi allowed some non-essential

businesses to begin to open their doors to customers again. The re-opening of these businesses,

of course, looked very different from their usual operations. According to Mayor Robyn

Tannehill, businesses were required to operate at only 30% capacity at all times, and all

customers were required to wear facial coverings for the entirety of their shopping experiences or

until they were seated at a table in a restaurant or bar (Dees, 2020). Once University of

Mississippi students returned back to Oxford for the 2020-2021 academic year in August,

businesses in town were able to increase their capacity to 50% of the maximum capacity limit;

however, facial coverings were still required at all times and no gatherings of more than ten

people were permitted. Restaurants and bars were required to close at 10:00pm all days of the

week (The City of Oxford). Even though businesses were able to open their doors to customers
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and serve people in small groups, the capacity restrictions and limited business hours continued

to contribute to decreased sales and revenues.

The 2020-2021 academic year for University of Mississippi students looked very

different than any years of the past. In July of 2020, the University released its plan for the fall of

the 2020-2021 academic year. The plan to return to campus in a safe and responsible manner to

reduce the likelihood of spreading Covid-19 included a modified academic calendar, reduced

classroom capacities, online courses, an online daily symptom checker, and mandatory mask

requirement in all areas on campus (Clark, 2020). In addition to changes in academic learning

and on-campus operations, the University’s athletic department also had to make monumental

changes to their operations. For football season in particular, the athletic department made

changes to ticket sales, and they required that fans wear facial coverings and keep a safe distance

of six feet while inside of Vaught-Hemingway Stadium. According to the Ole Miss game day

website, “with the revised schedule of games, home [football] tickets will be available on a

single-game basis and sold in monthly selection waves” (Ole Miss Game Day). Season ticket

holders were granted first-priority in the ticket selection process.

The Vaught-Hemingway Stadium’s capacity and number of tickets sold was reduced to

25 percent of the maximum capacity, which meant that only roughly 16,009 people could

purchase tickets and attend football games during the 2020 season, as opposed to 64,038 people

during a typical football season. Student football tickets were limited to just the first 2,500

students. They cost fifty dollars each game and were sold on a game-by-game basis, meaning

that no student was guaranteed tickets for the entire season (University of Mississippi Athletic

Department). Additionally, the Ole Miss football team was limited to just ten games in total, one

of which was cancelled, and only five home games as opposed to the usual seven home games in
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Oxford. According to SEC Sports, all schools in the Southeastern Conference were scheduled to

play Conference-only teams throughout the 2020 10-game football season (SEC Sports).

The Mississippi Governor, Tate Reeves, and the Chancellor of the University of

Mississippi, Glen Boyce, banned all tailgating events from taking place during the 2020 football

season due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Tailgating at the University of Mississippi is a tradition

like no other, and the implications of not gathering in the Grove during the 2020 football season

was hard for many fans to accept (Suss, 2020). The lack of tailgating in the Grove coupled with

the capacity restrictions was “devastating” to Oxford’s local economy, according to Oxford

Mayor Robyn Tannehill (Schnugg, 2020). The Grove attracts thousands of fans and tourists each

gameday weekend. These fans contribute to the University’s revenue, as well as the local

economy of Oxford. Without the Grove, many businesses were concerned about their year-end

financials and reduced number of fans visiting; however, having a restricted football season was

much better than having no football at all (Schnugg). All of these changes to the University and

athletics were made in an effort to be cautious of the spread of the Covid-19 virus, while

continuing to be able to have a football season, which was critical financially for  the University

of Mississippi Athletic Department, as well as local businesses in and around the Oxford area.

Financial Analysis of 2020 Ole Miss Football Program

Taking into consideration all of the wildly unexpected and problematic events that

occurred during fiscal year 2020-2021, the money the University of Mississippi Athletic

Department spent on sporting events and how much they made in revenue as a result likely

changed significantly in comparison to previous fiscal years, in my personal opinion. Each year,

the University of Mississippi Athletic Department releases their Operating Budget, as well as
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their Independent Accountant’s Report, at the end of June of that particular year. Since June 30,

2021 has not yet occurred, I was not able to obtain the Statement of Revenues and Expenses or

the Operating budget detailing the athletic department’s 2020-2021 financials and the football

program’s fiscal operations. However, according to Chase Parham of Rebel Grove, the Ole Miss

athletic department lost roughly around 20 million dollars directly due to the Covid-19 related

restrictions and limitations. Parham states, “once the state-mandated capacity rules were

implemented, Ole Miss believed revenue from ticket sales, seat donations and parking could

reach $12.5 million, but the season result was $9.29 million” (Parham, 2020). A drop in revenue

this significant between the fiscal years of 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 leads to many issues and

obstacles for the University’s athletic department to overcome moving forward. For example, a

report made by Sports Illustrated explains that the University of Mississippi’s 2021 fiscal year

budget took large cuts to compensate for the projected losses. Athletic department employees

and coaches, such as Keith Carter, Lane Kiffin, and ten on-field football assistant coaches, also

experienced salary cuts in the 2021 fiscal year (Gabler, 2020). Much of what determines these

budget cuts for the University is decreased student enrollment numbers and revenue made from

athletic ticket sales, which in turn affects budget cuts to the athletic department’s general

operations and individual sports teams.

Prior to the start of the global pandemic in March of 2020, the 2020 Ole Miss football

season was projected to be very successful. Almost immediately after Lane Kiffin was hired as

head coach, the University of Mississippi Athletic Department allowed fans to put down a $50

deposit on 2020 season tickets due to the high level of excitement surrounding the new hire, and

the athletic department reported that a large number of fans reserved tickets in anticipation of the

new direction under Lane Kiffin (Schnugg, 2019). The excitement surrounding the new head
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coach Lane Kiffin’s debut as an Ole Miss Rebel during the 2020 season fostered a sense of great

hope for the future of the Ole Miss football program. An improved football program under the

direction of Lane Kiffin has a strong chance of attracting new prospective students and

potentially increasing application numbers in the future.

Figure 5.1: University of Mississippi Enrollment 2017-2020
Source: University of Mississippi

Student enrollment at the University of Mississippi was down 4.03 percent during the

academic year 2020-2021 from the previous year. The Covid-19 pandemic undoubtedly played

the largest role in the reasoning for such a decline in student enrollment numbers. When fewer

students are enrolled in school and paying tuition, changes to the University’s yearly projected
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fiscal budget have to be made. After doing a historical analysis of the relation between

University enrollment numbers and Ole Miss football game attendance numbers during the years

2015 through 2019, it can be assumed that football attendance numbers would have potentially

been slightly lower in 2020 even without the pandemic restrictions; however, with only 2,500

students able to attend football games in 2020 season, revenue generated from ticket sales had to

have plummeted and been significantly lower than ever before, in my opinion. Official football

game attendance numbers and ticket sales revenue will be released on June 30, 2021; therefore,

this analysis is an educated opinion based on historical trends in Ole Miss football financial data

over the years.

2020 Oxford Sales Tax Analysis

The 2020 Ole Miss football season did not affect or contribute to the monthly sales tax

revenues collected in the city of Oxford by the Mississippi Department of Revenue in the fall

months the same way seasons have in the past. The reduction in enrollment, the limited football

season and capacity restrictions, and a shortened academic semester at the University of

Mississippi all had a distinct impact on the amount of sales taxes collected in the fall months of

2020.
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Figure 5.2: City of Oxford, Mississippi Sales Taxes 2018-2020
Source: Mississippi Department of Revenue

In comparison to 2019, during 2020 sales taxes dropped by 5.26%, 10.82%, and 78.43%

in the months of September, October, and November, respectively (Mississippi Department of

Revenue). These three months are typically some of the most profitable months out of the entire

year in Oxford, which is why it is important to examine them specifically. During the 2020

season, the Ole Miss Rebels only played five home games, which is two fewer than typical

seasons of the past (University of Mississippi Athletic Department). While a difference of just

two games may not sound significant, the amount of revenue generated during just one home

football weekend is typically much higher than a regular non-game weekend. That additional

revenue that potentially could have been made if the Rebels played two more home games was

desperately needed by local businesses in Oxford in 2020 due to the lingering financial distresses
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brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic. According to Nick Suss of the Clarion Ledger, “[Kieth]

Carter mentioned, the Oxford economy is largely dependent on football weekends...a busy

football weekend could be a positive step towards revitalizing some of the businesses that have

suffered through the pandemic” (Suss, 2020). Therefore, even with Covid-19 restrictions and

regulations, any home games played in Oxford give businesses, in addition to the University of

Mississippi Athletic Department, financial hope and stability.

Ole Miss played two games in October and two games in November at home during the

2020 season. The Egg Bowl, played against Ole Miss’s biggest in-state rival Mississippi State

University, happened to be one of these home games hosted during the 2020 season (University

of Mississippi Athletic Department). This large in-conference rivalry between Mississippi’s two

biggest Universities typically draws in a large crowd to Oxford; however, with the fall semester

ending early for Ole Miss students and many older alums fearful of Covid-19, this particular

home game didn't generate or contribute nearly as much as usual to the November 2020 sales tax

revenues collected by the Mississippi Department of Revenue. However, many business owners

in Oxford remained hopeful despite Covid-19 restrictions and a shorter academic year for

students because they expected to still see some higher level of sales from the Egg Bowl and

expected more locals to feel comfortable visiting local businesses with the young students gone

(Fox 13 News Report).

In an effort to limit the spread of Covid-19 and spend more time gaining a better

understanding of the virus, the Southeastern Conference delayed the start of the 2020 football

season for all Universities. Ole Miss played their first game on September 26th at home against

Florida, which is almost one month later than the typical start of the Southeastern Conference’s

football season. Typically Ole Miss plays, on average, four games in September with three of
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those being home games. Losing roughly three total games during the 2020 season led to

financial loss for the University of Mississippi athletic department and local businesses in the

city.

Looking more specifically at the monthly revenue collected by the Mississippi

Department of Revenue from Tourism and Economic Development Taxes as well as Tourism and

Stadium Construction Taxes gives a better understanding and rough estimate of how many

visitors and fans came to Oxford during the 2020 football season. These taxes also give valuable

insight into how well Oxford businesses fared financially during the 2020 football season as

compared to previous years, since the tax revenue data used in this analysis is the amount of

revenue paid to the Department of Revenue by those local businesses in Oxford. During the

months of September, October, and November, tourism sales tax revenues typically hit some of

their highest points due to the financial contributions of Ole Miss football fans and tourists

visiting Oxford on fall weekends.
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Figure 5.3 Tourism and Economic Development Tax Revenues in Oxford, MS
2018-2020
Source: Mississippi Department of Revenue

Figure 5.4 Tourism and Stadium Construction Development Tax Revenues in
Oxford, MS 2018-2020
Source: Mississippi Department of Revenue
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As previously mentioned, the Tourism and Economic Development tax is an additional

2% tax imposed on hotel and motel sales. While there are many reasons why someone may visit

Oxford, Mississippi during the fall, attending Ole Miss football games seems to be the most

likely reason for an increase in tourism numbers and hotel revenue during that time of the year,

in my personal opinion. Not only did the hotel industry take a beating due to a limited and

restricted football season with far less out of town fans visiting, but many travelers in general

were extremely hesitant to book hotel rooms out of fear and caution of the Covid-19 global

pandemic. Based on the tourism and economic development tax revenue collected during 2020,

it does not seem that too many football fans, or tourists in general, visited Oxford during those

fall months. The revenue collected from the Tourism and Economic Development tax was

consistently much lower than in previous years.

Additionally, the Tourism and Stadium Construction Tax revenues were also lower

throughout much of 2020 and during the Ole Miss football season; however, revenue from food

and alcohol sales did steadily rise as students returned to Oxford, Mississippi beginning in

August. Many students in town continued to gather and socialize around Oxford throughout

2020, contributing to the sales tax revenue collected from restaurants and bars on prepared food

and alcohol sales. Even though only 2,500 students were allowed in the stadium, that did not

mean that other students were not out around Oxford watching the game and cheering on the

Rebels in places such as bars and restaurants. Continued student spending is likely why there was

not much of a dip in the Tourism and Stadium Construction tax revenue of 2020 as compared to

the tax collected on hotel and motel sales. Additionally, there has been a continual trend in lower

attendance numbers by students and an increase in the number of students watching football
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games elsewhere, which also reinforces why revenue from food and beverage taxes was not quite

as low as compared to tourism hotel revenue.

Even though sales taxes were down and the athletic department lost large sums of

revenue during the 2020 season, having no football season at all would have been absolutely

detrimental in comparison. Even a reduced and restricted football season tremendously helped

out local businesses in Oxford make it through the end of year despite sales staying below peak

levels. The revenue generated by Oxford businesses as a result of spending during the fall

months was clearly not due solely to football traffic. There are many citizens of Oxford and

University of Mississippi students who do not particularly enjoy attending or celebrating football

games; therefore, analyzing the relationship between Ole Miss football and the resulting

consumer spending is just one of the multitude of ways to interpret the data discussed. In the

subsequent chapter, I will detail conversations I have had with local business owners in Oxford

that support the arguments and analyses made thus far, as well as bring to light the real-life

importance of the financial correlation between Ole Miss football and the profits of local Oxford

businesses.
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Chapter 6: Discussion of Interviews

Personal Interviews

To better understand the implications of Ole Miss football games on the city of Oxford,

Mississippi, I conducted personal interviews with local business owners. The purpose of these

interviews was to directly gather information about how these business owners believe Ole Miss

football financially impacts their store, restaurant, bar, or hotel. These interviews also sought to

understand how the restrictions of the Covid-19 pandemic on business operations and on college

football adversely affected the business owners’ year-end sales. The businesses’ names and

interviewees will be kept confidential and anonymous throughout this analysis per their request.

The businesses detailed in this portion of my study range across a variety of industries such as

retail stores, hotels, bars and restaurants. Interviewing a broad range of businesses allowed for

better understanding of the impact football has on the city of Oxford and on different industries.

The interview questions asked are in Appendices F and G. The initial intention was to conduct

all of these interviews in person; however, due to limitations imposed by Covid-19, the

interviews were conducted in person, over the phone, and via email, depending on the business

owners’ preference. The interview questions asked varied depending on the industry; however,

each interview sought to determine the level of financial impact that Ole Miss football games

have and how operations changed in the year 2020 in response to the Covid-19 global pandemic.
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Limitations to Research

Throughout my research and interview process, I was faced with several limitations.

First, all but one of the business owners I interviewed were unwilling to meet in person and

preferred to answer my questions via phone call or email due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Conducting an interview over the phone or answering questions via email resulted in shorter and

more condensed responses than I would have received had I been able to have a discussion with

the interviewees in person. Secondly, I faced many challenges in getting business owners to

respond to my phone calls and emails asking for their time and participation. Even when

approached in person, many business owners and managers declined to assist me in my research

process. These issues with communication resulted in far fewer interviews conducted with

business owners in the restaurant, bar, and hotel industries than initially anticipated. Ideally, I

would have interviewed at least three businesses in each industry; however, the circumstances of

the past year did not allow. Additionally, among the people who did agree to participate in the

interview, most were reluctant to release specific information about their financials during Ole

Miss football season. They were especially reluctant to give responses regarding operations and

changes in revenue during the 2020 fiscal year. Despite these limitations to my research, the

information obtained through the interviews I conducted is helpful in understanding and

connecting the relation between Ole Miss football and revenues at local businesses in Oxford,

Mississippi.
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Retail Industry

The first set of business owners I interviewed owned stores in the retail industry. While I

cannot disclose the individual names of the retail stores with which I spoke, the businesses

ranged from clothing boutiques, bookstores, home decor stores, and stores that sell University of

Mississippi souvenirs. I interviewed a total of five stores, four of which are located on the Square

and one that is located just off the Square in Oxford, MS. One of the first questions asked to

these stores was “during Ole Miss football season, by how much would you say your sales

increase overall?” Nearly every store owner I spoke with stated that their sales increase by

somewhere between 35 and 55 percent during football season, and that it is by far the most

profitable time of the entire year for their businesses. One store in particular went so far as to say,

“we could close all year and be open football season and be just fine” (Personal interview, 2021).

Almost all persons interviewed stated that they primarily rely on foot traffic through the Square

on gameday to increase their sales. During football season, as previously analyzed, the number

of tourists in Oxford increases significantly. The business owners interviewed explained that

when the Ole Miss football schedule is full of popular home games scheduled against

Southeastern Conference teams, the foot traffic in Oxford increases more than usual and their

businesses’ sales increase as well. Some store owners said they know that fans from Universities

in close proximity to Oxford, such as other Southeastern Conference schools, are much more

likely to attend the games and even more likely to shop at retail stores because it is more

probable that they have heard about businesses in Oxford or have connections to the Ole Miss

and Oxford communities. The retail stores interviewed explained that when Ole Miss plays

Southeastern Conference schools, they have much higher sales from the opposing team’s fans

than when they play out of conference teams. Additionally, when asked about the difference
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between a home game weekend compared to an away game weekend one business owner said,

“home versus away weekends can vary as much as 80% in revenue” (Personal interview, 2021).

According to another owner of a store on the Square, “there is always around a 60-70% increase

in sales on home game days as compared to weekends when the Rebels play away” (Personal

interview, 2021). So, even if Ole Miss is not scheduled to play a Southeastern Conference team,

any game played at home is great for businesses in terms of the revenue they generate.

When asked how the store and business must be prepared for these busy football

weekends in anticipation of large crowds, all the store owners I spoke with stated that they do, in

fact, incur additional expenses; however, these expenses are miniscule in comparison to the

profits they receive in return. Much of what these stores do to prepare involves stocking

additional inventory, stocking inventory specifically for football games such as blue and red

clothing, staff more employees, and offer food and beverages to customers while they shop. One

store in particular that sells Ole Miss gear explained that for well-attended home games when the

Rebels have a high chance of winning, they often do a special promotional product that typically

runs them somewhere between $1,000 and $2,000; however, they feel that these expenses are

worth it because they almost always sell out of the promotional products, especially after a Rebel

win. All of these additional expenses and efforts to prepare the store for customers and to

encourage people to shop ultimately result in increased revenue for the businesses, making it

worth it.

My research and analysis of Ole Miss football games attendance numbers, ticket sales,

and city sales tax revenue throughout the years 2015 and 2019 indicated that during the 2019

season, Ole Miss hit record low attendance numbers and ticket sales. When I asked these

business owners if they noticed a drop in their stores’ revenue during 2019, due to lower football
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attendance numbers, a few stores said that they did not necessarily see a drop in sales, but they

were not exactly growing at the same rate they had been in the past. Other stores explained that

they did not see much of a change in their revenue during that particular football season at all,

which supports the previous point that football fans and tourists are still visiting Oxford during

football game weekends, but fewer fans purchase tickets and attend games in

Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.

With the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020 altering the Ole Miss football schedule and

operations, as well as consumer spending trends in Oxford, Mississippi, I asked these retail store

owners how they felt the pandemic and altered football season impacted their business

financially in the year 2020. According to one retail store located on the Square, “my sales were

down around 40% in 2020 versus 2019. My football month sales accounted for a large

percentage of this overall yearly decrease” (Personal interview, 2021). Although sales were

nowhere near as high as usual, stores still saw the largest increase in sales and revenue during

Ole Miss football season. Another business owner explained that sales were also down around

30% in the year of 2020; however, during the 2020 Egg Bowl hosted in Oxford, their store’s

sales increased dramatically, almost matching those of the previous year. Popular football game

weekends in Oxford, Mississippi provided great sources of revenue for all of these stores in the

year 2020, a time they really needed it.

Despite revenues remaining lower than ever before and a shortened and restricted football

season, these stores explained they may not have made it or been nearly as successful without the

2020 Ole Miss football season taking place (Personal interviews, 2021). When the pandemic first

hit in March of 2020, every business across the country had to close their doors and determine

new ways to make a profit and keep their business alive. When I asked these store owners, “once
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Covid-19 began, what did you do to adapt and change your business to earn the maximum

amount of profit?” they explained that their business’s operations were forced to change

significantly. Three of the five retail stores I spoke with explained that they had to begin relying

heavily on online sales and really work to revamp their store’s website. During March and April

of 2020 when these stores were forced to close their doors, almost all of these businesses’ sales

were strictly online. These stores also worked to keep their business running by offering curbside

pickup for items or free home delivery and by creating special promotional items or offering

sales. All of these mechanisms worked to get these retail stores through the end of the fiscal year;

however, each store owner explained that sales resulting from the influx of students into Oxford

at the start of school in August coupled with the 2020 Ole Miss football season in the fall is what

really got their business through the end of the 2020 fiscal year successfully.

Hotel Industry

In addition to interviewing businesses in the retail industry, I also spoke with a manager

of a popular hotel in Oxford, Mississippi. Hotels and motels in Oxford experience high volumes

of traffic during the months of the Ole Miss football season each year. The historical analysis

previously discussed of the monthly Tourism and Economic Development tax revenues collected

over the years supports this claim; however, speaking with a local hotel manager in Oxford

clarified how crucial Ole Miss football season is in contributing to Oxford’s tourist revenue as

well as hotel profitability across the city.

The individual I corresponded with at this particular hotel was one of the hotel’s

managers, specifically the director of sales. In response to the question, “what percentage of your

hotel’s yearly revenue would you say comes directly from Ole Miss football fans visiting for
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games?”, the manager replied, “about 20%” (Personal interview, 2021).  In addition to that, she

also detailed that their revenue increases about 50% with an occupancy increase of around 60%

during the fall months of football season. Clearly, based on these responses, visiting football fans

are responsible for a significant portion of this hotel’s yearly revenue. Over the past five to six

years, this particular hotel has experienced the largest capacity numbers during Southeastern

Conference football weekends and some of the Southeastern Conference baseball weekends.

Based on my historical analysis of monthly hotel and motel tax revenue collected by the

Mississippi Department of Revenue in Oxford, one can make the assumption that other hotels

likely experience similar capacity trends in conjunction with the Ole Miss football season and

game schedule. The weekends that the Ole Miss football team plays a Southeastern Conference

team, this hotel, and likely others in the city, experiences a significant increase in capacity

numbers as compared to a weekend when a team from a different conference is scheduled.

In response to my question about whether there was a noticeable change in hotel

occupancy and revenue during the poorly attended 2019 football season, the hotel manager

interviewed stated, “no, we had sold out if not a 90% occupancy rate each weekend” (Personal

interview, 2021). This statement certainly reinforces the point previously made that even though

attendance numbers at college football games are continually declining, fans continue to travel

for games and celebrate at alternative locations to the stadium. Since hotel occupancy during Ole

Miss home football game weekends is still extremely high, fans and tourists are clearly still

cheering on the Rebels and contributing to Oxford’s economy and local businesses.

Once the Covid-19 pandemic hit in March of 2020, hotels took an enormous beating in

terms of revenue and operations. According to the hotel manager interviewed, the hotel saw

around a 25% decrease in occupancy numbers during the 2020 football season in comparison to
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the 2019 football season. The manager interviewed explained that overall, the hotel’s year-end

revenue numbers for 2020 were indeed adversely affected by a shorter and more restrictive Ole

Miss football season. In an effort to continue operating safely during the pandemic and generate

the maximum possible amount of revenue, this particular hotel focused on ensuring everything

was properly sanitized frequently, but they did not incur many additional expenses in doing so.

When asked about how the hotel is prepared for football weekends with increased

capacity numbers, the hotel manager explained that there are additional expenses they incur in an

effort to prepare for a large influx of guests. The hotel has to stock up on food, alcohol, and

housekeeping items like towels, toiletries, and cleaning supplies. They also must staff all the

departments of the hotel accordingly in anticipation of guests, meaning they must pay more in

employee salaries; however, all of these additional expenses are miniscule and the hotel makes

significantly more revenue on those weekends, offsetting those expenses.

The hotel manager interviewed expressed that their hotel is strongly reliant on the Ole

Miss football season each year. In response to my question about how important Ole Miss

football is to their business, she said, “there are other ways to profit but football definitely drives

the bulk of it for fall” (Personal interview, 2021). Although only one hotel agreed to participatet,

based on hotel and motel tax revenues collected in Oxford in the fall it can be assumed that other

hotels in Oxford most likely rely on the Ole Miss football season each year for revenue as well.

After analyzing hotel tax revenue trends and speaking with a local hotel manager, Ole Miss

football season undoubtedly contributes significantly to the overall success and profitability of

the hotel industry within Oxford, Mississippi.
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Bar Industry

The nightlife and bar scene in Oxford, Mississippi is extremely popular due to the large

number of young individuals living in the area. There are a total of about ten popular “college”

bars located on the Square in the heart of Oxford. On game day weekends, these bars are packed

full of college students and Ole Miss football fans. Due to the popularity of these establishments

among college students and fans, I felt it necessary to interview a bar manager at one of the most

popular and well-loved bars in the city in order to fully understand just how much the bar

industry in Oxford, Mississippi benefits from and relies on the Ole Miss football program.

When asked about how sales vary between regular weekends throughout the year in

comparison to football weekends in the fall, the interviewee stated that there is around a

“30-50% jump in sales on football Friday and Saturdays” (Personal interview 2021). He also

explained that sales during that time of the year fluctuate more or less depending on factors such

as the quality of Ole Miss’s opponent or how well Ole Miss is playing that particular season. In

order to prepare for these busy weekends, the bar must incur additional expenses to ensure that

operations run smoothly and customers are satisfied. According to this bar manager, “during a

normal football season, it's all hands on deck in every possible way. We stock our five bars with

the maximum number of bartenders we can have back there [four at each] without sacrificing

efficiency. You’re also looking at seasonal security, extra bar backs, and a greatly increased

inventory...we also look to bring in live music as often as possible for football weekends”

(Personal interview, 2021). Expenses during football season are exceptionally higher than other

seasons of the year. However, the amount of money made on covers and the large crowds

experienced during those months result in those expenses getting offset in the end.
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When asked if the bar noticed a drop in revenue during the 2019 season due to lower

attendance numbers and student enrollment, the manager explained that they did notice a drop in

sales and revenue; however, this slight decrease was mostly due to the steady decrease in the

performance of the Ole Miss football team that season. The manager explained, “student

enrollment doesn’t factor into what we’re doing as much as the performance of the football

program” (Personal interview, 2021). When Ole Miss is losing games, especially towards the end

of the season, fans are less likely to celebrate out at a bar or travel to Oxford for the next home

game, all of which result in decreased revenue for bars across the city.

The challenges faced by businesses in the year 2020 in response to the global pandemic

changed businesses’ operations and financial stability. In Oxford, Mississippi, all businesses,

whether retail, bar or restaurant, were placed under capacity and hour restrictions, as well as

mask requirements for all patrons. The bar manager interviewed detailed the bar’s response to

these mandates by explaining, “we tried to be as creative as possible with seating, the way we

served drinks, staffing, etc., but at the end of the day it's simple math, and we didn’t have the

customer base that we would’ve had we not been under capacity and hour restrictions. When

you’re taking out an extra couple hundred people and cutting your hours by 2-3 a night, there’s

nothing you can do to legislate for that” (Personal interview, 2021). The restrictions enforced by

the city of Oxford, as well as the implications of a restricted and reduced Ole Miss football

season, adversely affected the revenue generated by this bar and is something that definitely hurt

the financial success of their business that year.

The final question of this interview asked, “overall, do you feel that Ole Miss athletics,

specifically football, strongly impacts the success of your business?” The bar manager in

question replied, “football weekends are the reason that every retail, restaurant, or nightlife
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establishment can keep their doors open in this town...these big football weekends can see

Oxford bring in an additional 70,000 to 100,000 people. The revenue that comes with that cannot

be replicated or replaced in any other way” (Personal interview, 2021). Ole Miss football is the

backbone of the bar interviewed, and likely the backbone of almost every other bar in the town

of Oxford. Without the six to seven weeks of college football each and every fall, businesses,

such as this popular college bar, would not be nearly as profitable as they are today and many

would not even be in business at all. Based on this interview, it is apparent that Ole Miss football

has a significant impact on the financial success and profitability of local businesses in Oxford.

Additionally, it is clear that the success of the program, as well as the attendance numbers and

ticket sales, also strongly influence the sales and revenues at bars and other businesses in Oxford,

Mississippi.

The interviews conducted with business owners in the retail, bar, and hotel industries all

indicated that their local businesses are impacted financially by the Ole Miss football program.

While more businesses would need to be interviewed to determine if the Ole Miss football

program influences the financial success and stability of all businesses in each industry, the

information received through these interviews provides a good indication of how many Oxford

businesses feel about the effects of football.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the financial effects that a college football

program’s success and game schedule have on the University and the college town. Several

studies have been conducted  proving there is a positive correlation between college football

success and increased student enrollment, increased employment opportunities in town, higher

revenues from city sales taxes, and increased yearly revenues at local businesses. This study

analyzes similar variables to existing studies but in respect to the University of Mississippi. The

findings of this study suggest that Ole Miss football does greatly impact the University of

Mississippi and the city of Oxford, Mississippi.

The University of Mississippi Athletic Department generates a sizable portion of their

revenues from the football program and football ticket sales each year, especially while on

probation due to NCAA violations. In fact, about 30 percent of the athletic department’s yearly

revenue comes directly from football tickets. The University of Mississippi athletic department

also spends the most revenue on the football program whether it be in recruiting, coaching

salaries, or training. Football is by far the most profitable sport at the University of Mississippi.

Based on the research found, football attendance numbers are important to the

University’s revenue as well as the city of Oxford’s economy. The more fans attending football

games, the more money the University makes on ticket sales and concessions and the more

people in town there are contributing to Oxford’s economy. However, based on the data found,

fewer fans are attending football games in the stadium in recent years. Although the research

suggests that attendance numbers are down, there is research showing that football fans are
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continuing to come to Oxford and watch football games at alternative locations to the stadium.

These football fans contribute significantly to the financial success of local businesses and the

revenues generated from city sales taxes in Oxford.

Research on Oxford, Mississippi’s sales tax revenues over a six year period reveals

distinct trends in consumer spending. Every year it seems that Oxford generates the most

revenue from sales taxes in the fall months. While there are many variables that could influence

an increase in sales tax revenues, Ole Miss football season seems to be a likely reason why

revenues are higher in the fall. This study analyzed specifically the sales tax revenues on hotel

and motel sales as well as prepared food and alcohol sales, which gave a good indication of the

number of tourists visiting Oxford and the trends in their visits throughout the year.

The Covid-19 pandemic that hit in the year 2020 altered the operations of the University

of Mississippi and the athletic department. The restricted and shortened football season adversely

affected the University’s revenue and the city-wide revenues due to decreased tourism.

Information obtained from personal interviews with Oxford business owners indicated that

revenues during the 2020 football season were lower than ever; however, their businesses would

likely not have survived the fiscal year without an Ole Miss football season.

The results of this study indicate that Ole Miss football is essential to the University of

Mississippi and the Oxford community. The financial contributions that football season brings to

the University of Mississippi and the local businesses in Oxford are crucial to their year-end

revenues annually.
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Appendix F

Interview Questions (Retail, Restaurants, and Bars)

1. If possible, could you tell me what your year-end revenue numbers were for the past five

to six years (2015-2020)? What percentage of those year-end numbers are attributed

solely to sales during football season? (A rough percentage estimate is acceptable – it

does not need to be exact).

2. During Ole Miss football season, by how much would you say your sales increase

overall? By roughly what percent? (Especially during home games).

3. What would you say is the rough percentage change between sales during a home

football game weekend and an away weekend?

4. During an average football season (prior to Covid-19), how do you prepare your business

for football weekends? Do you stock certain inventory with football games in mind? Do

you make larger orders in anticipation of crowds brought in by the games? Do you hire

live entertainment? Do you ensure more employees are working than usual?

5. Are there any additional expenses used to prepare your business in anticipation of

crowded football game weekends? If so, what are these expenses? Are the costs

significantly higher than regular weekends?

6. In 2019, did you notice a drop in your store’s revenue (especially during fall months) due

to a reduced number of fans attending football games? In 2019, Ole Miss experienced the

lowest attendance numbers since 2001.

7. Overall, what is the difference in your end of year sales numbers between this past year

(2020) and the year prior (2019)? (Percentage change is acceptable). With the impact of
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Covid-19 this past football season, did you notice a large change in sales and profit at the

end of 2020 directly due to the reduced number of football fans in town?

8. Once Covid-19 began, what did you do to adapt and change your business to earn the

maximum amount of profit? Did you change your inventory? Or cancel any orders?

9. Do you feel that Covid-19 has changed the way your business will operate for years to

come?

10. Are there any new, additional expenses your business has incurred over the last year in

order to safely and effectively operate during the global pandemic? What are these

expenses?

11. Do you have a website for your store? If so, roughly what percentage of your sales have

moved online during the last year? Have you had to re-vamp and focus more on online

sales or have sales within the store stayed fairly constant? If not applicable, leave blank.

12. If you have had to direct more focus to online sales, do you think you will continue to

have to focus a lot of energy and money into your website and online orders in the future?

If not applicable, leave blank.

13. Do you feel that Ole Miss athletics strongly impacts the success of your business? How

much do you rely on the sales brought in during football season each year?
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Appendix G

Hotel Interview Questions

1. What percentage of your hotel’s year-end revenue would you say comes directly from

Ole Miss football fans visiting for games?

2. During the fall months of football season, by how much does your overall hotel revenue

increase? (By what percent or rough dollar amount). And how much do your capacity

numbers increase during these months?

3. If possible, could you tell me, on average, how much your capacity numbers increase for

the weekend when there is a large home SEC football game in Oxford, MS as compared

to an away game? How many rooms have typically been occupied in the hotel during big

home games the past 5 or 6 years? (Such as Alabama or Homecoming).

4. What weekends throughout the year is your hotel typically at maximum or the largest

capacity? Over the past 5-6 years.

5. In 2019, did you notice a drop in the capacity numbers at your hotel during the fall

months due to a reduced number of fans attending football games? In 2019, Ole Miss

experienced the lowest attendance numbers since 2001.

6. How do you typically prepare your hotel for football game weekends (prior to Covid-

19)? Are there any additional expenses necessary to prepare to large numbers of guests?

If so, what are these expenses?

7. On average, how much more do you now have to spend to ensure each room is properly

sanitized for your guests?

8. Did a shorter and more restricted football season adversely affect the year end revenue

for your hotel in 2020?
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9. What was the percentage change in the number of guests staying in your hotel during

football season this year (2020) as compared to last year (2019)?

10. Overall, do you feel that your hotel strongly relies on the traffic brought in by Ole Miss

football games each year? Would you be able to be as profitable without football in

Oxford?
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